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Chinese actress  Zhong Chuxi is  one of many celebrities  to s tar in Louis  Vuitton's  look book. Image credit: Louis  Vuitton

 
By SARAH RAMIREZ

With China's economic growth rate slowing to a record low, the number of Chinese ultra-affluents who are "very
confident" in the economy dropped more than 10 percent in 2018.

While one-third of respondents in Hurun Research Institute's "Hurun Chinese Luxury Consumer Survey 2019" still
have great confidence in the economy, it represents the lowest percentage in the report's history. Over the next three
years, high-net-worth Chinese will focus on real estate and overseas investments.

"It is  expected that this year's luxury consumption will be more conservative, but there are still a certain number of
customers with wealth accumulation," said Rupert Hoogewerf, chairman and chief researcher of Hurun Report.

Confidence dwindles
Most of China's ultra-wealthy accumulated their fortunes through investments and have a healthy appetite for luxury
goods.

French fashion label Louis Vuitton remains the second most popular brand among both Chinese men and women.
Technology giant Apple is the most favored brand among Chinese men, while women most prefer gifts from
jeweler Bulgari.
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Most affluent Chinese women want gifts from Bulgari. Image credit: Bulgari

Among wealthy Chinese men, electronic products have surpassed watches as the most desirable gifts. Cosmetics
saw a boost of 5.3 percent among Chinese women, while gifts of jewelry saw a drop of 9.2 percent.

Regarding the economy, 14 percent of respondents have "no confidence," an increase of 8 percent from 2017. The
number of "very confident" luxury consumers fell 12 percent to 34 percent.

Fifty-two percent, however, remain confident about the economy and are taking a "wait-and-see" approach. Thirty-six
percent of Chinese HNWI are also looking to avoid risk when considering future investments.

Almost four in 10 respondents are considering immigration, with Europe as the most popular destination. Australia
and the United States tied for the second-most desired location, although this represents a drop of 13 percent for the
U.S.

Wealthy Chinese remain interested in real estate investments. Image credit: Knight Frank

A quarter of those surveyed are planning on investing in residential real estate. Interest in overseas investments
declined to 12 percent.

HNWI strongly consider cost-effectiveness key for overseas property purchasing. China itself is  poised to be a vital
market for real estate now that the country is home to the fastest-growing prices in the world (see story).

Closer look
Ultra-wealthy Chinese are also embracing tourism as a form of entertainment.

Travel expenses accounted for half of household spending among Chinese HNWI, according to Hurun.
Respondents ranked Japan and France as the most attractive international destinations.

As travel spend by Chinese consumers continues to reach new highs, hospitality brands must be responsive towards
changing attitudes and preferences among this valuable audience.

According to a report from Resonance Consultancy, Chinese travelers will account for a quarter of all international
tourists within the next 10 years. Destinations need to capitalize on this opportunity by showcasing what makes each
location unique and embracing technology (see story).

Looking to the new year, however, signs of a slowdown in Chinese spending are causing a slump in luxury stock
prices.
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Despite the popularity of Apple among Chinese affluents, the company announced that its $84 billion in revenues for
the quarter ending Dec. 31 would fall short of the company's projections of up to $93 billion. Since CEO Tim Cook
specifically mentioned slumping sales of its  high-priced smartphones in China, many investors are worried that
sales of luxury goods may further slip amid other economic tensions (see story).

The Savigny Luxury Index, which measures the share performance of 18 of the largest luxury companies including
conglomerates LVMH, Richemont and Kering, declined 1 percent during December. Investors seem apprehensive
as geopolitical and economic uncertainties continue to loom over the luxury business (see story).

"After the material age, high-end consumer consumption upgrades, they are not as arrogant as before, such as
buying bags, watches, cars to show success, but more willing to spend money on spiritual luxury, such as tourism,
education and health," Mr. Hoogewerf said.
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